#OnePlanetAllVoices

**Great readings:**

- Almahdi, A. *Climate Justice is Racial Justice*. The McGill Tribune. An article that explains the principles of climate justice looking at the core of environmental racism.
- Kodjo-Grandvaux, S. (2020). *Colonialism, The Hidden Cause Of Our Environmental Crisis*. WorldCrunch. This article takes up one of the arguments of de-colonial environmentalism: that the climate crisis is linked to the history of slavery and colonialism by the Western powers.

**Websites:**

[Front and Centered](#)
A coalition of more than 70 BIPOC community organizations fighting together for climate justice in Washington State. This website has a great resources: The inequities map

[People of the Global Majority in the Outdoors, Nature, and Environment](#)
An organization that has created an intentional space for black, indigenous, and people of color/the global majority who participate in US-based movements for environmental education, access, and justice; land sovereignty; conservation; climate justice; food justice; and others.